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ABSTRACT

Particle deposition from turbulentduct flow is modeled andrelatedto particle penetrationof a
ventilation system for a commercial office building. Three published turbulentdeposition
models capable of accommodating surface roughness arecompared to experimentaldatamd
used to determinethe penetrationof O.1–1Opm sphericalparticles through a sample duct run.
Depending on the model employed, penetrationfractions varied born 0.40-0.94 for 0.1 pm
particles and 0.28-0.73 for 10 ~m particles. Penetrationis predicted to be independentof
ptiicle size for particle diametersless than2 pm. Almost all the deposition is predicted to
occur in short sections of the duct runswhere the wall roughness is largerthanin other duct
sections because of the duct construction material.

INTRODUCTION

Exposure to airborneparticles may contributeto humanhealtheffects including impairment
of the respiratorysystem, lung tissue damage, and mortality. Particulatematterless than 10
pm in diameter(PMlo) is a criteriapollutantin theUnited Stateswith an ambient airquality
standardof 50 pg/m3 on a yearly average basis and 150 pg/m3 on a 24-hour average basis.
No analogous U.S. standardexists for particles in indoor air. Epidemiological evidence
suggests a positive correlation between outdoor PMIOconcentrationsandmortality in urban
areas. This finding is surprisingbecause most exposure to airborneparticles occurs indoors
and exposure does not correlate well with ambientconcentrations [1]. In buildings with
ducted airhandling systems, particle deposition in ducts is a potentially importantfactor in
influencing human exposure to particles.

Atypical air supply system in a commercial building consists of an airhandling unitwhich
draws outside air through a filter and into a very large diameterduct, followed by a series of
successively smaller, branched ducts which trmsport the airto different locations in the
building. Generally, ducts aremade of galvanized steel or aluminumand maybe lined with
fiberglass on the interiorto reduce noise. Airflow in ventilationducts is turbulent. Table 1
shows the range of duct dimensions and airvelocities encounteredin most commercial
ventilation systems. Filter efficiencies at the air intakefor particles less than 10 pm in
diameterare low, commonly less than 10% for particle diametersranging from 0.1 to 3.0pm
[2]. Thus, particle deposition from turbulentflow in the ventilationsystem is importantfor
evaluatingpenetrationinto buildings and exposure of building occupants to outdoor particles.

Table 1. Approximate range of duct dimensions and flow conditions
Duct Diameter Wall Roughness Air Velocity Reynolds No.

Minimum value 0.15 m 0.001 mm 1 ds 104
Maximum value 1.5m 5mm 10 ds 106



Particle deposition to walls from turbulentairflow in a tube has.significance in many
engineeringapplications and has been widely studied. Experimentally,particle deposition has
been observed to depend most strongly on particle size [3], surface roughness [4], and flow
Reynolds number [5]. Mechtisms by which a particle may move in turbulentflow md can
be capturedat a solid surface include Brownim diffision, turbulentdiffision, gravitational
settling,inertialimpaction, electrophoresis, thermophoresis,shear-induced (Saftian) lifi, and
interception. Several empirical md mechanistic models of deposition fi-omturbulentduct
flow have been proposed.

In thispaper, threepublished models of particle deposition born turbulentpipe flow are
evaluatedand used to predict the fraction of particles which penetratea single duct run of a
ventilationsystem from a representativefive-story commercial office building.

METHODS

The modeled duct run is from the ventilation system of a five-story commercial office
building. The duct runbegins at the air intake located on the roof of the building and
teminates at a third floor office. Air travelingthispath is carriedin eight distinct duct
sections, the characteristicsof which are summarizedin Table 2. Airflow ratesare assumed
to be constantat the designed rates. The flow path also includes two T-junctions, five 90°
bends, and flow past numerous T-junctions and is selected to be representativeof a typical
duct run for a commercial office building. Analysis suggests thatinertialimpaction at the
flow bends contributes a negligible amountto the overall deposition, thus, impaction atbends
has been ignored in all simulations.
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Three models have been used to evaluateparticle penetrationthroughthe duct run: the
modified free-flight model of E1-Shobokshy andIsmail [6], the empirical free-flight model
recommended by Wood [7], and the empirical correlation of the sublayermodel presentedby
Fan md Ahmadi [8]. All threemodels predict dimensionless deposition velocity as a function
of the particle dimensionless relaxationtime to both smooth and rough surfaces. Input
parametersare the particle diameterand density, duct diameterand roughness, and air
velocity. Particle deposition velocity is defined as follows:

v~=N/c (1)

where N is the particle flux to the surface and C is the averageparticle concentrationin the tir
stream. Deposition velocity is nondimensionalized by dividing by the friction velocity, u*:



v:=vd/u* (2)

Particle dimensionless relaxation time is calculated by:

Ccppd;u *2
T+=

18pu
(3)

where CCis the slip correction factor, pPis the particle density, dPis the particle diameter,p is
the dynamic viscosity of air, and u is the kinematic viscosity of air. For the airflow velocities
and duct sizes of interesthere, ~+is in the range of 5 x 10-5to 5 for 0,1< dP<10 ~m. If the
deposition velocity is known, the fraction of a given sized particle penetratinga duct is:

(4)

where f is the fraction of particles thatpass throughthe duct, P is the duct perimeter, L is the
duct length,U is the average airvelocity, and A is the duct cross-sectional area.

All threemodels considered account for Brownian diffusion, turbulentdiffision and
interception, and ignore electrophoresis and thermophoresis. The effect of gravity in
horizontal ducts has been accounted for by the method outlined in Anand and McFarland [9].
The models of E1-Shobokshy and Ismail [6] md Wood [7] arebased on the free-flight concept
which theorizes thatparticles attaina radialvelocity while entrainedin turbulenteddies, then
deposit to the tube wall afier being ejected from the eddy and coasting across the laminar
boundary layer due to inertia. The sublayermodel of Fan and Ahmadi [8] involves solving
the Lagrangianequations of particle motion in a turbulentflow field, which accounts for
turbulentbursts and fluid downsweeps at the tube wall. Fan and Ahmadi’s model includes the
shear-inducedlift force. This phenomenon is theorized to account for the rapid increase in
deposition with ptiicle size which has been observed for particles in the range 1< z+< 10.
Surface roughness elements shortenthe distance for inertialcoasting in the free flight models
and increase the fraction of particle trajectoriesthatencounterthe wall in the sublayermodel.

For the simulations, the duct wall is assumedto be a perfect sink for particles, and all
roughnesses are assumed to be three-dimensionalsand-graintype roughness. Turbulence is
assumedto be filly developed. The particles considered are sphericalwith a density of 1.0
g/cm3 and a diameterrange from 0.1 to 10 pm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparisons of the threemodels to experimentaldataon particle deposition fi-omturbulent
pipe flow arepresented in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows datacollected from flow through
small diameter(N 1 cm),vertically oriented, smooth andrough tubes at a Reynolds number of
104. The dataof Liu and Agarwal [3] are considered the best available data for deposition in
smooth tubes and the investigationby E1-Shobokshy [4] is one of the few to thoroughly
investigateand report the effects of surface roughness. The datacollected by Shimadaand
Okuyama [5] are for very small diameterparticles (dP= 0.01-0.04 ~m) thatare influenced by
Brownian motion. All deposition models show a generalU-shaped trend. Startingat the left,
the initialdecrease in deposition velocity is due to the decreasing importance of Brownian



diffision as particle size, or ~+, increases. As particle size increases Wher, deposition is
expected to increase as a result of turbulentdiffision and interception. All the models show a
decrease in the particle size dependence of deposition velocity as roughness increases, and all
models predict roughness has less influence on particle deposition as particle size increases.
The models of E1-Shobokshy and Ismail [6]and Wood [7] show good agreementwith the
smooth pipe dataover the entirerange of ~+,while thatof Fan and Ahmadi [8] underpredicts
Vd+in the range 0.1< ~+< 10. All threemodels predict a dramaticincrease in Vd+with
surface roughness in the range 5 x 10-3< ~+< 3, with themodel of Fan and badi [8]
predicting the strongesteffect. All model predictions for deposition to rough surfaces lie
below the bulk of the equivalent experimentaldata. The model of E1-Shobokshy and Ismail
[6] agreei most closely with the experimentaldataover the range of roughnesses considered.
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Figure 1. Model comparison to experimentaldatacollected in vertical,
small diametertubes atRe = 10,000 and various wall roughnesses
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Figure 2. Model comparison to experimentaldatacollected in large, smooth,
horizontal ducts at4.4x 104< Re <105
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Figure 2 displays dataobtained from smooth, largerdiameter(15-60 cm), horizontally
oriented ducts atReynolds numbersranging from 4.4x 104to 105[1O, 11], which is more
representativeof conditions in a real ventilationduct. The models give similarpredictions
over the range 10<’< ~+<4. The agreementbetween models in the range 0.01< z+< 4 is the
resultof gravitationalsettlingbeing the controlling deposition mechanism. The effect of the
shear-inducedlifi force is seen to be importantin Fan and Ahrnadi’s [8] model only for ~+>
4. All threemodels are observed to underpredictthe experimentalvalues of Vd+by one to two
orders of magnitude. In addition to smooth wall deposition data,Lai [11] collected deposition
datafor different roughness arrangementsin a large, horizontal duct. However, because the
models are only able to accommodate sand-graintype roughness, a valid comparison between
model and experiment is not possible.

The fractionalpenetrationof particles throughthe modeled duct run as calculated by each
model is shown in Figure 3. All threemodels predict thatpenetrationis essentially
independentof particle size for particles less than2 ~m in diameter. A decrease in particle
penetrationdue to the effect of gravitationalsettlingis predicted for particles greaterthan2
pm by all threemodels. The model of Fan and Ahmadi [8] yields the lowest penetration
fractions and the model of Wood [7] yields the highestpenetrationfractions for all particle
sizes. All threemodels predict the majority of particle deposition to occur,in sections 3 and
of the duct run. These ducts have higher surface roughness thanthe rest of the system
because section 3 is acoustically lined with fiberglass and section 8 is a flexible aluminum
duct with repeatedribbed roughness elements. Although these two duct sections comprise

8

only 15°/0of the total length of the duct run, deposition in these ducts is expected to account
for almost 99% of the total deposition in the system for particles smaller than2 pm. These
resultsindicate thatdeposition may significantly modi@ theparticle concentrations in air
flowing through ventilation ducts. In general, deposition models are observed to agree poorly
with one anothermd with the experimentaldata,especially when rough surfaces are
considered. More experimentaldataon deposition to large duct walls with quantified
rougtiess arerequired for more complete model validation.
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Figure 3. Fraction of particles penetratingthe entireventilation system
versus particle diameter.
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